Qbyte Metrix is the Complete Solution for Production, Revenue, Royalty, and Regulatory Reporting Requirements for Canadian Oil and Gas Producers

Experience in What Matters

With more than 30 years of supporting production accountants in the oil and gas industry, Qbyte Metrix is the application you can count on. It is feature-rich and current with government regulations, supports essential government and industry reporting needs, as well as EPAP compliancy. P2’s singular focus on the upstream oil and gas industry shows our continuous commitment to delivering a reliable application with a strong development future.

Greater Efficiencies

Qbyte Metrix helps you streamline your production accounting processes, reduces manual data entry, and provides greater work efficiencies.

- Valuable visual displays, such as the property flow, data entry, and completion status indicators
- Detailed warning and error messages for all system processes
- Effective process automations including Qbyte FM integration; imports and spreadsheet uploads; Mass Ownership Updates.
Designed for Simplicity, Accommodates Complexity

Let your business determine whether you keep it simple with the data imports, base system configurations and defaults, Royalty templates. And if you require more complexity, go all out with Ideal Product Shrinkage gas allocation, DOI links for different products and transactions, royalty builder to set up your most intricate Crown-like and IOGC royalties, facility charges module to handle various elaborate deductions and gross-ups, and the powerful functionality to fully manage explicit marketing and revenue distributions.

Streamline with Qbyte Optix Reporting

Unmatched in the Canadian oil and gas industry, Qbyte Optix is a singular reporting tool for all your Qbyte applications. Do quick ad-hoc reporting or choose from over 150 industry standard reports with drill down analysis, and cross application comparisons. All easily shared via spreadsheet download, email publishing or by giving your management team and peers direct access for self-service.

Qbyte Metrix Grows with You

Whatever your size or plans, Qbyte Metrix fits – from startups just getting ready for production to customers that produce 200,000+ BOE a day. We have what you need, when you need it.

Contact P2 Energy Solutions, info@p2energysolutions.com, for more information or for a demonstration.